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names also are incorrectly painted, and. the references
given at the end of. the chapter on mine iiiuminatien
mostly refer to ventilation On p. 681 the student
is taught to load a hole “with nitroglycerine by
pouring from 21 tin cup upon the fuse with ifs cap
and co’eririg the mass with water.” Evidently the
Coal Hines Regulation Act has me analogue in a
coumry where, as the authors point out, “ each new
camp, untrammelied by tradition to keep it in the wt
of prejudice, displays its genius; for organisation and
absorbs the latest devices, tried and true.”

The Practical Phoiogmfiher. {Library Series“)
Edited by Rev. F. C. Lambert. N0. 16, Pictom'a!

 

Campositism Pp. XX-i-fmP N0. I7, Animal Photo-
graphy. Pp. xx.1v+64. (London: Heckler and
Steughton, £905.) Price IS. net.

IN the first of these books the editor gives an il‘l‘iiKESt—
ing account of the pictorial work 0f Bernard Aifiez‘i,
illustrating it with six excelient reproductions of this
weil-knewn worker’s studies. Among the Other
sections of the book, which are written by various
authors, those on the principies of composition. by
Arthur Burchett, and. same netes en composition in
landscape, by Herace Mummery, will be found of great
practieal value. in these the pen and ink skeiches
showing; the several methofls of producing bairnce
in pictures cail for special attention. Other articles,
such as; that on the arrangement of the foregreund,
are we}! worth. perusing. Numerous w‘il repmdmefi
iiiustratiens, serving as examples of good and bad
composition, accompany the text. The second of the
above hooks appeals to another Class of phetographms,
for, with the exception of the edimr’s article on ihe
pictorial work of Viscount Maitiand, it is devoted to
the photei'rrzaphy of animals“ Like the former beck,
numemus; authors have cehh'ibuted t0 the text, and
a very winie range of points of view is included. it is
written on the same pmc at lines. and is accompanied
by fifty~five well selected. illustrations. Both volumes
win add to the value of this usefu' Eibrary series.

Determination des Esifizces mivné-rales. By L. M.
Granderye. Pp. 184” (Paris: Gauthieh ’iflars,
n‘d.) Price 2.50 franea.

IN this httle book, which is a publicatien of the
“ Encvciopédie scientihque des Aide—Mémeire," the

1

   

author r135 apparently attempted ta devise .21 myal
road for the determination of a mineral species. For
this, purpose he has compiled a number of lists of
the more eemmon minerals arranged according to
physical characters. v12; crystaivsystem, coiour, struc-
fure, density, 826., 31161 has supplemented these with
some if motions 0h blowpipe analysis and chemical
examination in. the dry way. Such lists are certainly
01' great value for determination purpmses‘ but, as
regards the more common minerals, at any rate, it
would be a mistake to encourage the. student to rely
upon any methodical scheme of determinadon to the
neglect of an acquisition of a thorough, knox'ledge (3f
the characters of the indi idual species. For many
minerals, especially with imperfectly crystallised speci—
mens, we fear these tables would prove an uncertain
guide in the absence of any observations of the
opticai characters or of chemical examination in the
wet way: In Brush and Penfieid’s standard werk en
determinative mineralugy it is true that no account
is taken of the optical (2’. ‘ hut sufficient im-
portance is given to chemical tea: in the wet may.
The tables: are not aitogether free from errors
and misprints; thus a saline taste is attributed to
sodalite, rhodonite is described as a carbonate, and
the. densify 0f woifra'mite is given as 5.5 en one page
and 7.5 on another. The book concludes with a list
of 600 minerals with their principal characters, Viz.
density, hardness, 8m.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editm does nut hold himseif responsible for albiniam

expressed by his cmrespondents. Neither can he undertake
to 73mm, 07 to cowesimmi with the writers of, yejecied
manuscripts intended for this 07 any athe'r gum} of NATURE.
No notice. is taken of anomrmaus communications.]

The Dynamical Theery of Gases and of Radiatian.

I AM glad to have elicited the very clear statement of
hi3 view which Mr. Jeans gives in NATURE of Aprii 27.
In general eutline it carresponds'pr. y closely with that
expr ssed by (l Reynolds in a British Association dis—
cussion at Aberdeen (NATURE, vol? xxxii. p. 534, 1885).
The various modes of molecular motion are divided into
two sharply separated groups. W'it in one group in~
cluding the translatory modes, equipartition of energy is
supposed to establish itself withih a small fraction. 0;” a
second; but between the. medes of this gmup and those
of ibration included in the other group, equipartitien may
require. M1“. jeans thinks, millione of years. Even if
minutes Were suhstituteé for years, we must admit, I
think, that the iaw of equipartition is reconc‘ied With all
that is absoiuteiy proved by our experiments upon specific
heat, which, are, indeed, somewhat rough in all cases,
and especially imperfect in :40 far as they reiate to what.
may happen over Eong iniervals of time.
As I have already suggested, it is when We extend the

appiicatien of the. law of equipartifion to the modes of
aet‘nereal Vibration that the difficulties thickem and. this
extension; we are bound to make“ The first question is as
to the consequences of the flaw, cansidered to be applicable!
after which, if necessary, we may inquire whether any
of these cehsequenees can be evaded by suppasing the
equipartitian to require a long time for its cempiete
establishment. As regards the first question, two things
are at once evil The. energy in any particuiar mode
must be proport rial. to 6, the ahseiute temperature And
the number sf modes eorrespomfing m any finite space
occupied by the radiation, is infinite. Although t is
Gugh to show that the law of equipartition cannot apply

in its integrity, it wiii be of interest t0 foliow out its
eorxsequ . s a little further. Same of them were dis—
cussed in a former paper,1 the argument Of which will
now be repeated with an extension designed to determine
the eaefficient as well as the law of radiatien.

an introduction, we CGnsider the mation of a
419.11 string of length 2, vibrating transversely in one

. 1. {f a he the velocity Of propagation, E The number
of subdivisions in any mode. of vibratian, the frequency f is
given by

  

 

 

     

  

f:a§/21 . . . a . L (i)

A p4 sage fram any mode to the next in order invoives
a. change, of unity in the value of g, m‘ of rzlf/an He;
if «2 denote the kinetic energy of a single mode, the law

   

 

(1
:

    0‘ Equipartition requires that the kinetic energy correspond--
ing to the interval df shall be

zle/a.d}‘ c . . . . . (2)

in terms of A the wavelength, (2) becomes
223/)(‘2dA . . . . (3)

This is for the whoie length of the string. The ?GHgI—
tudinal density of the kinetic energy is accordingiy

ze,/A2.d]\ . a , . . . (4)
In each made the potential errerK-‘ly is (or; the average)

equal to the kinet , 50 that: if We wish to reckon the
Whole energy, {4) must be dcubled. Another dC-ubling
an :s when w abandon the restrictien to one plane of
vii ation; and ”naliy for the total energy 00 'esponding
t0 the interval from A. to ;\+d}\ we have

Se/’/‘\2.d2\. . . . . u . (5‘:
When w': proceed to three dimensions, and consider the

vibrations within a cube of siée l, subdivisions may occur
in three directions. In piaee 0f (1')

f:a/21.V/(EIZ‘i-HZ-Fié) V . . . (6)

where 5, n, g’ may assume any integral values‘ The next
step is to ascertain what i the number of modes which
corresponds to an assigned variation of f.

If the integrai values of 5‘ m f be regarded as {he

1 “ Remarks upon {he Law of Complete Radiation,"1’r’:il, 211.43., xlix.
n. 539 june, 1904:.
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cmrdinates of 2. point, the whole 33'stem of paints c2322—
stitutes a cubic array of Vaiume-density unity. If R be
the distance 02‘ any paint from the origin,

W28+fi+02
and the number (22' aoihts between R and R+dR, equal

fiuded v0!ume. is

412R3dR.

to the i112

Hence the number 01‘ modes c01‘2'es;ponding tr. df is

47r(2l/u.)3f2df,
Or in terms mi 2‘.

42.8P.k'4d2 . 2 . . 2 , (7)

if e be the kinetic energy in each mode, then the kinetic
energy correspanding 20 a’A and :0 unit 22% voiume is

ggwehwidA . . . . 2 . (8)

Since, as in the ease of the string. are dealing with
transverse vibration; and since the whole energy is the
double (2f the kinetic energy, we have finaily

2287’1“’7x.....2 9)

as the total energy of radiation per unit of volume 'orre-
spending t0 the interval from )2 2‘0 A+2IA, and in (g) e is
proportienai 20 the absolute temperature 0.
Apart from the numerical coefficient, this is the formuia

Which I gave in the paper re erred m as probably repre~
senting theruth when A is large, in plate of the quite
different fmm then generally accepted. The suggestitm was
soon Lonfit'med by Rubens and Kuribaum, and a little later
Planck ’Dma’e Am; voi. iv. {2' 553, 2901’) put forward his

2' i with
two. constants, k

in terms of )2 it is

 

f‘
N

  

theereticai formula, ‘which seenus to agree very w
containsthe 'xperimentai facts. This

and k, besides c, the velocity of

 

   . (20>

when A is O’reat t0

Ed/‘x:$72'/€l?2\"’122 . . .

E c122

reducing

(22)
here denotes the. volume—

density of the energy of radiation corresponding ‘0 dk,
A very remarkable feature in Planck’s work the com

nection which he finds bet‘ ‘22 radiation and molecular
constants. If N be the number of gaseous 2220‘ nies in
a cubic centimetre at (2° C. and under a pressure Qf (2m:
atmrjsphere,

 

in agreement with ( 
 

   

   

 

. . . . . , (12)

Though I failed to notice it in the earlier gaper, it is
evzdent that (9) leans to a similar -.c-22nec‘ti022. For a.

 

single mode a'
one—third 222' the

representing the kinetic e gjv' of a
be identified with   

  

average energy of a gaseous moiet‘uie at that
temperature In Le virial e22uation, if N be the total
number 02' moiecu229s},

23.2222222222 :3NC
so that a

8:1222/22‘22' 2 . (13)

If we apply 2h” 3.0, one cubic centimetre of 22 9‘38 under
standard mnditions, N has the meaning above specified,
:2; and 1;:2-023Xm“ (7.23.5. Am‘ordingiy, at 0” C2

  

c::2«2223.\< 20“,
and at 2?"

Uh

   

  
Intmduring .his in
per cubic centi metre

we get as the number of ergs
adiation

20”    

 

2422' 2
V. 2:. 22 3‘ 2 2 2 (13;

213.2 ..
2'? being measured £22 centigmde 21222rees This result is
eight times as large as that lound bV P13212711" "'L re—
tain the e 222221263 of radiation used in his 2:222culations, v.
should (iedute a value 22f N eight times as great as his
and prebably greater than can be accepted 7
A critical comparison of the 2:220 pros <ses Would be of

interest but not haVinf suc‘eeded in following Piam‘k5
reason::29, I am 22222222223” to undertake it. As applying to
all wave--ie22gths; his fmmuia would have the gr'eaer value
if satisfactorily estabi ished. On the other hand, the
reasoning which leads tn (15) is very simp2e and this
20222121222 appears to me to be a necessary consequence of

"i
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[he iaw 0i equipartitiori as laid down by Boltzmann and
Maxwell. My difiimity is to understand haw another
process. also based upon, Boltzmann’s ideas, can iead t0 3
3i Herent result
According U) (25;, if it were f'2':ppiica‘r2ie '20 aii wave-

lengths, the m-ai energy of radia on at a given temper»
ture wc-uid be infinite, and this is an inevitable consequence
of applying the law 02' equipmti-tic-n to a unifarm structure~

2222322122212.“ we Were dealing W2nth elastic sciid balls
Tiding wixho021 (12200262 and with the walls of a Gmain—   

 

ing of similar constitution, energy, initially wheiiy
transiationai, would be slowiy converted into Vibrationa
forms 02' continually higher and higher degrees of sub
division. 12' the solid were structureless, this process would
have no limit; but on an atomic theory a limit might be
reached when the subdivisions 2223 longer included more
than a single. 22201222222223. The energy, ariginaiiy mechanical,
would then> have become entirely thermai.
Can we escape fmm the difficulties, into which we have

been Iec‘i, by appealing t0 the slowness with which. equi—
partition may establish itself? Awarding to this view, the
energy of radiation within an enclosure at given tempera“
ture would, indeed, increase without limit, but the rate 0f
32222 :29, after a short time wouid be very slow. If a
small apertum is suddeniy made, the . taping radiatien
deperirie at first upon hoow 12222;; the encmsure has been
ccmpiete. In this case we lmse the advantage formeriy
aV'iiabie of dividing the modes inta two sharply separated
groups Here; 022 the contrary, We have aiways to con»
sider vibrations of such wave-iengths as to bear an inter"
mediate character. The kind of radiation escaping from a
small perforation must depend upon {hr size of the per—
fermion.

Again, does

  

the postulated siowness of tran’osi2222;223:322
really obtain? Red light failing upon the biackened fate
of a thermgpiie is absorbed and the instrument rapidiy
indicates a rise- of temperatuae Vibrational energy is
readily com ted into translationai energy. ‘Nhy, them does
the thermopi e not itself Shin. in the dark?

it s s to that we. must admit the failure cf the
law 9f equipanition in these e\22eme cases. if this is sen,
it is obviously of great impartance 20 asr :rtain the rears 22.
I have on a former accasian (Phil. 2‘vj’ag2, vs} xiix. p. 228,

in which

 

 

me

 

n...‘

  
   

.2) expressed my dissatisfaction with the way
.at potential energy is dealt with in the gene2 theory
ing to the law 01' equipartition. RAY 2022.

 

May {2.

.he Cieavage 2'22” Siates

of Dr. Beckex’s theory of siaty cleavage
in NATURE of May 42 “ A. H. ” says that 2t is substa
the ' me as mine and rightiy objects that,
Ciea'x"'g'e plane were a pane o shearing it would
spa'md Dwith a cinuim section of the eiiips i

that suggestg-
'10

IN his critir 22".

    
corms»

02 GIStQI"
322
U

in the bed}?tion. it is true that I made £322
212' my first paper 022 Cleavage in the Ge gzca Hagazine,
2884 but in a 2'20stsnipt 122 that papet 1 sttaied that 22
conversatian with Mr. Hmker‘ had led me '20, the con-
clusion thet the cleavage suri‘a22es (22's: determined by the
position 0: the principai axes of the Pi‘1p54d8 of dishntion
pr-‘i'uused by a shearing mo 6222ent, and to this view I have
23' in: e adhered.
A H ” says that “ there axe many: ates in which 2: 2e

strain elii psoid is actuahy piesented in :16formed sphericai

   

(rations 02‘ 22010(‘LH‘-0Sp s ’7 Is this certaaim? Is it not
(dine that these discolorations tork place after the rock

became. a 52318? 122 that case the chemi2'21 influence-
emanating from the foreign particle usuaiiy obvious in the
centre (A the spot, found the greatest cenductivity in the
direction of the longest axis 0f the ellipsoid, the next
greatest along the mean axis, and very iittie aiong the
ieast. It is from this property of list conductivity across
"211': cleavage that slat 7 are emine Li‘y ited fr02 roofing I
have a piece 02‘ a scheoi slate with two sharply defined rwal
patchea 22f ea2211 02 whichthe twe diameter s are 25 mm.
and 26 mm lhe thitkness 01' the siate 23 12:55 than 4 22222.
and yet the discoimwiion does not pass thmugh to the
other side If these spots are sections of eii’ipSOidS formed
nut oi’ spheres by compression, the resulting condensation
must have been incredibly rmous. The spots in Borrowm
dale slates are of a different character from spots of dis~
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